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1.﻿ to﻿systematize the results of the pilot studies﻿
by﻿establishing﻿that﻿the﻿concept﻿features﻿that﻿were﻿
distinguished,﻿ are﻿ stable﻿ in﻿ other﻿ semantic﻿ fields﻿
and﻿dialect﻿areas
2.﻿ to﻿elaborate on the results obtained in the pilot 
studies﻿and﻿distinguish﻿additional﻿concept﻿features﻿
that﻿can﻿ influence﻿ the﻿amount﻿of﻿ lexical﻿diversity﻿
a﻿concept﻿shows
3.﻿ to﻿show﻿how,﻿by﻿combining different methods,﻿a﻿
better﻿picture﻿of﻿ the﻿ structure﻿of﻿ lexical﻿ diversity﻿
can﻿be﻿obtained
4.﻿ to﻿elucidate﻿that﻿introducing﻿a﻿theoretical linguistic 
perspective to dialectological research﻿on﻿lexical﻿
variation﻿can﻿be﻿beneficial﻿for﻿both﻿disciplines
In﻿this﻿first﻿chapter,﻿we﻿will﻿first﻿provide﻿an﻿overview﻿of﻿














































































1.1 the cognitive linguistic ApproAch to 
meAning And lexicAl vAriAtion
This﻿dissertation﻿fits﻿into﻿the﻿Cognitive﻿Sociolinguistics﻿par-
adigm,﻿and,﻿more﻿specifically,﻿into﻿the﻿Cognitive﻿Linguistic﻿


































































Second,﻿meaning﻿ is﻿ considered﻿ to﻿be﻿perspectival﻿
because,﻿through﻿general﻿cognitive﻿abilities,﻿like﻿percep-























































































































































































































































extensional (exemplars) intensional (definition)
non-equality (salience, core/periphery)
differences of typicality and membership 
salience
clustering into family resemblances
non-discreteness (demarcation, flexibility)
fuzziness at the edges, membership 
uncertainty
absence of necessary and sufficient 
conditions
taBLe﻿1.1


























































































































































































Differences in the homogeneity of the distribution of two lexical vari-


























































1.3 ApproAches to lexicAl diversity in 
trAditionAl diAlectology
Dialectology5﻿is,﻿obviously,﻿the﻿field﻿of﻿linguistic﻿research﻿












































































































































































































1.4 Aims And outline
The﻿central﻿aim﻿of﻿this﻿dissertation﻿is﻿to﻿contribute to the 
knowledge of the structure of lexical variation in the 

































Schematic representation of lexical items used for concepts related to 






















the results obtained by using a variety of techniques, a 
better picture of lexical variation can be acquired.﻿
Finally,﻿the﻿second﻿broader﻿research﻿goal﻿is﻿to﻿show﻿
how﻿a dialectological case study can contribute to 























































of﻿a﻿research﻿centre,﻿the﻿Nijmeegse Centrale voor Dialect- en 













“het een thesaurus wil zijn, een schat van alle woorden die 
wij in het brabants (zowel van benoorden als bezuiden de 
rijksgrens) sinds de eerste gepubliceerde brabantse dialect-
woordenlijst […] hebben kunnen achterhalen.”
(it aims to be a thesaurus, a treasure-house of all the 
words that we have been able to record in the Brabantic 
dialect (north and south of the state border) since the pub-


















































































the﻿Woordenboek van de Achterhoekse en Liemerse dialecten﻿
‘Dictionary﻿ of﻿ the﻿Dialects﻿ of﻿ Liemers﻿ and﻿Achterhoek’﻿
(WALD)﻿was﻿published﻿in﻿1984.﻿Work﻿on﻿the﻿Woordenboek 





























2 To﻿avoid﻿ terminological﻿ confusion,﻿ the﻿ term﻿ ‘Flemish’﻿will﻿ be﻿
reserved﻿for﻿reference﻿to﻿the﻿Flemish﻿dialect﻿area,﻿in﻿the﻿west﻿of﻿the﻿

























































































































2.4 AdvAntAges And 






volume examples of semantic subdomains
III, 1.1 the human body body parts, organs and their functions, the senses
III, 1.2 physical motions & health posture, health and disease
III, 1.3 clothing & personal hygiene clothing, hats, shoes, grooming, hygiene
III, 1.4 personality & feelings personality traits, intellect, feelings, behaviour
III, 2.1 the house rooms in the house, maintenance, silverware
III, 2.2 family & sexuality kinship, getting married, having children, end of life
III, 2.3 food & drink food, meals, cooking, fruits, vegetables, smoking
III, 3.1 society, school & education transportation, education, the judicial system, language
III, 3.2 celebration & entertainment local festivities, sports, children’s games, the arts
III, 3.3 church & religion the clergy, Christian religion, liturgy, the church building
III, 4.1 fauna: birds birds of prey, birds in the woods, birds around the house
III, 4.2 fauna: other animals insects, reptiles, fish, wild mammals
III, 4.3 flora trees and shrubbery, wild plants and flowers, moss and fungi
III, 4.4 the physical & abstract world quantities, weather phenomena, land and water, time
taBLe﻿2.1


















band- of ringvormig, gewoonlijk metalen 
sieraad dat om de arm of pols gedragen 
wordt (armband, bracelet)
bracelet (fr.) N 86 (1981) Aarschot P025p
armband 
‘bracelet’
band- of ringvormig, gewoonlijk metalen 
sieraad dat om de arm of pols gedragen 
wordt (armband, bracelet)
bracelet (fr.) N 86 (1981) Aarschot P025p
armband  
‘bracelet’
band- of ringvormig, gewoonlijk metalen 
sieraad dat om de arm of pols gedragen 
wordt (armband, bracelet)
armband N 86 (1981) Aarschot P025p
armband  
‘bracelet’
band- of ringvormig, gewoonlijk metalen 
sieraad dat om de arm of pols gedragen 
wordt (armband, bracelet)
armband N 86 (1981) Halsteren I078p
armband  
‘bracelet’
band- of ringvormig, gewoonlijk metalen 
sieraad dat om de arm of pols gedragen 
wordt (armband, bracelet)
bracelet (fr.) N 86 (1981) Landen P171p
armband  
‘bracelet’
armband armband ZND 32 (1939) Essen K189p
armband  
‘bracelet’
armband armband ZND 32 (1939) Poppel K196p
armband  
‘bracelet’
armband bracelet (fr.) Leuven Wb. 1 Leuven P088p
… … … … … ...
borstrok 
‘undervest’
borstrok, warme onderkleding, gedragen 
over het hemd (borsrok, hemdrok, 
hemdsrok, hemsrok)
borstrok N 02 (1960) Attenhoven P169p
borstrok 
‘undervest’
borstrok, warme onderkleding, gedragen 
over het hemd (borsrok, hemdrok, 
hemdsrok, hemsrok)
slaaplijf N 02 (1960) Landen P171p
borstrok 
‘undervest’
borstrok, warme onderkleding, gedragen 
over het hemd (borsrok, hemdrok, 
hemdsrok, hemsrok)
borstrok N 02 (1960) Steenbergen I057p
borstrok 
‘undervest’
borstrok, onderkledingstuk dat over 
het hemd wordt gedragen [hemdrok, 
humperok, sjtoep, liefke, slaoplijf]
hemdrok N 25 (1964) Steenbergen I057p
borstrok 
‘undervest’
borstrok voor vrouwen borstrok N 25 (1964) Steenbergen I057p
borstrok 
‘undervest’
borstrok voor mannen hemdrok N 25 (1964) Steenbergen I057p
taBLe﻿2.2
Excerpt of the relevant columns from the semantic field of clothing & personal hygiene in the WBD (volume III, 1.3)
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instead﻿of﻿distinguishing﻿between﻿two﻿questions﻿like﻿shorts 











































Available number of records (y-axis) in function of an increasingly 
higher lower bound (x-axis) in the general vocabulary part of the WLD
fIGure﻿2.3
Available number of concepts (y-axis) in function of an increasingly 
higher lower bound (x-axis) in the general vocabulary part of the WLD
fIGure﻿2.4
Available number of locations (y-axis) in function of an increasingly 














































































































Additionally,﻿ the﻿ pilot﻿ studies﻿ take﻿ into﻿ account﻿
another,﻿ more﻿ traditional﻿ feature﻿ of﻿ lexical﻿ variation,﻿
viz.﻿negative﻿affect.1﻿It﻿is﻿generally﻿recognized﻿that﻿nega-



















































3. Revisiting lexical diversity in dialect data.
The influence of semantic concept features 














































































































































































































proportion of concepts found 
in Brysbaert et al. (2014)
mean concreteness
1. man as an individual
 the human body 0.590 4.390
physical motions & health 0.612 3.677
clothing & personal hygiene 0.208 4.316
personality & feelings 0.579 2.347
2. domestic life
the house 0.449 4.345
family & sexuality 0.488 3.359
food & drink 0.487 3.967
3. community life
society, school & education 0.580 3.260
celebration & entertainment 0.193 3.772
church & religion 0.204 2.988
4. the world versus man
fauna: birds 0.347 4.051
fauna: other animals 0.382 4.453
flora 0.222 4.207
the physical & abstract world 0.237 3.755
taBLe﻿3.1
Proportion of available concepts and mean concreteness on the basis of Brysbaert et al. (2014)  
in the four sections of part 3 (general vocabulary) in the WLD
concrete abstract
semantic field N semantic field N
individual the human body 361 personality & feelings 703
locally-bound the house 508











Semantic fields used in the study organized along the two dimensions  
































































































































































onrustige mieter﻿‘restless﻿character’,﻿or﻿je kan een ei in zijn kont 
gaar koken﻿‘you﻿can﻿cook﻿an﻿egg﻿in﻿his﻿bottom’.﻿






















































































































































The﻿first﻿measure﻿of﻿ lack﻿of﻿ salience﻿ that﻿was﻿not﻿









































































Moors﻿ et﻿ al.﻿ (2013)﻿ collected﻿ ratings﻿ for﻿ affect﻿ (valence,﻿
arousal﻿and﻿dominance)﻿and﻿age﻿of﻿acquisition﻿for﻿4300﻿














































numeric N available minimum mean maximum sd
min. of z-score BE & NL 1813 -1.243 1.603 1.960 0.466
mean of z-score BE & NL 1813 -0.889 1.677 1.960 0.403
max. of z-score BE & NL 1813 -0.566 1.751 1.960 0.357




N = 1714 concepts  
(mean z-score BE & NL > 0.85)
N = 1422 concepts  
(of which 1323 missing)
taBLe﻿3.3
Overview of different operationalizations of prevalence, viz. using the minimum, mean and maximum of the z-scores for prevalence in Belgium and the 





















































































































































































































































First,﻿the﻿variable﻿considers﻿the number of unique 
























































































































































Geographical distribution of the lexical variants for IEMAND WEERSTAAN in Brabant 
(only items that occur more than 5 times in the WBD are included)
fIGure﻿3.4
























































Geographical distribution of the lexical variants for NUTTELOZE ARBEID VERRICHTEN; NUTTELOOS WERK. 
Only items that occur more than 3 times in the WBD are plotted. To show the total range of the concept (85.29%),  


































































































model term estimate SE p-value
intercept 2.586 0.072 < 0.001
dictionary
WBD 0.184 0.032 < 0.001
semantic field
the house 0.344 0.082 < 0.001
celebration & entertainment 0.059 0.079 NS
personality & feelings 0.200 0.090 < 0.05
family & sexuality 0.132 0.121 NS
society, school & education 0.274 0.072 < 0.001
lack of salience
proportion of missing places -1.055 0.104 < 0.001
proportion of MWE’s 0.583 0.076 < 0.001
proportion of hapaxes 13.318 0.552 < 0.001
prevalence binary (missing / not prevalent) 0.228 0.032 < 0.001
vagueness
lexical non-uniqueness 0.032 0.003 < 0.001
affect
proportion of non-neutral ratings 0.280 0.042 < 0.001
interaction terms
sem. field (the house) : proportion of hapaxes 1.483 0.792 < 0.1
sem. field (celebration & entertainment) : proportion of hapaxes -3.220 0.638 < 0.001
sem. field (personality & feelings): proportion of hapaxes -1.867 0.626 < 0.01
sem. field (family & sexuality) : proportion of hapaxes 0.736 1.205 NS
sem. field (society, school & education) : proportion of hapaxes -1.195 0.639 < 0.1
sem. field (the house) : lexical non-uniqueness -0.002 0.004 NS
sem. field (celebration & entertainment) : lexical non-uniqueness 0.018 0.006 < 0.01
sem. field (personality & feelings): lexical non-uniqueness -0.012 0.003 < 0.001
sem. field (family & sexuality) : lexical non-uniqueness -0.007 0.010 NS
sem. field (society, school & education) : lexical non-uniqueness 0.001 0.003 NS
proportion of hapaxes : lexical non-uniqueness -0.065 0.007 < 0.001
taBLe﻿3.4





























































are﻿ less﻿ salient.﻿An﻿explanation﻿offered﻿by﻿Pickl﻿ is﻿ that﻿
fIGure﻿3.6





































VERSCHILLENDE KNIKKERSPELEN  
‘various games of marbles’
GEDRONGEN PERSOON  
‘stocky figure’




ZWAK EN MAGER PERSON  
‘weak and meagre person’
HALFROND PLANKJE MET STEEL WAARMEE 
DE AS IN DE ASBAK WERD GETROKKEN  
‘piece of wood to get the ashes into the 
ashpan’
STAARTDUIF  
‘pigeon listed as one of the last winners 
(pigeon keeping)’
(MET) STEVIGE BENEN  
‘(with) hefty legs’
HOUTEN SPAANTJES WAARMEE MEN VUUR 
NEEMT UIT DE KACHEL  
‘chips of wood to get fire from the stove’
VAN ACHTEREN KOMEN  
‘pigeons coming from the opposite direc-
tion (pigeon keeping)’
GELUIDLOOS EEN WIND LATEN  
‘to let off a fart silently’
LICHT ONTVLAMBAAR MATERIAAL IN DE 
TONDELDOOS  
‘inflammable material in the tinderbox’
VAN DE VERKEERDE KANT KOMEN  
‘pigeons coming from the wrong direction 
(pigeon keeping)’
personality & feelings family & sexuality society, school & education
GEMAKKELIJKSTE WIJZE, GEMAKKELIJKST, 
GEMAKKELIJK MAKEN  
‘easiest (way), to make something easy
GESLACHTSGEMEENSCHAP HEBBEN  
‘to have sexual intercourse’
WELBESPRAAKT ZIJN  
‘to be eloquent’
ZICH HEEL WAT INBEELDEN, INGEBEELD PERSON 
‘to fancy oneself’
KIND (TROETELNAAM)  
‘child (kinship terms)’
BEKAKT PRATEN  
‘to talk posh’










WINKEL DRIJVEN  
‘to run a shop’




ZICH AANSTELLEN  
‘to show off’
taBLe﻿3.5










































































































based﻿concreteness﻿ ratings,﻿ some﻿ further﻿ shortcomings﻿




















































































































































































































































2.﻿ Are﻿ the﻿ concept﻿ characteristics﻿ also﻿ important﻿ if﻿






























































































































variable﻿concerns﻿the number of unique types﻿available﻿
per﻿concept.﻿The﻿second﻿and﻿third﻿variable﻿each﻿model﻿an﻿
aspect﻿of﻿a﻿concept’s﻿degree﻿of﻿geographical fragmenta-
tion.﻿More﻿ specifically,﻿ the﻿ second﻿variable,﻿ (weighted 
average) dispersion,﻿gauges﻿the﻿weighted﻿average﻿of﻿the﻿


















































number of  
unique types
weighted average  
dispersion
weighted average  
lack of spread
locally-bound semantic fields (vs. supra-local) +? + +
onomasiologically more vague concepts (vs. non-vague) + + /
affect-sensitive concepts (vs. neutral) + + +
taBLe﻿4.1
Summary of the hypotheses distinguished on the basis of Pickl (2013);  
no hypotheses are available for onomasiological salience
variable distribution
unique number of types
minimum = 1,  
maximum = 202,  




minimum = 1,  
maximum = 4.40,  
mean = 1.89,  
sd = 0.59
(weighted average)  
lack of spread
minimum = 1,  
maximum = 60.82,  
mean = 2.30,  
sd = 2.46
taBLe﻿4.2






















































































The relationship between geographical fragmentation  




















































N = 1456 
N = 1680
semantic field
the human body 
the house 
celebration & entertainment 
personality & feelings 
family & sexuality 
society, school & education
N = 361 
N = 508 
N = 471 
N = 703 
N = 119 (WLD only) 
N = 974
lack of salience
proportion of MWE’s minimum = 0, maximum = 1, mean = 0.12, sd = 0.22
proportion of hapaxes minimum = 0, maximum = 0.79, mean = 0.09, sd = 0.09
prevalence binary
prevalent 
missing / not prevalent
N = 1791 
N = 1345
vagueness
lexical non-uniqueness minimum = 0, maximum = 257, mean = 16.76, sd = 25.15
affect
proportion of non-neutral ratings minimum = 0, maximum = 1, mean = 0.43, sd = 0.43
taBLe﻿4.3








































































































weighted average lack of spread
estimate SE p-value estimate SE p-value estimate SE p-value
intercept 2.293 0.038 < 0.001 0.402 0.015 < 0.001 0.186 0.026 < 0.001
dictionary
WBD 0.141 0.024 < 0.001 0.055 0.009 < 0.001 -0.155 0.016 < 0.001
semantic field
the house 0.052 0.044 NS 0.035 0.017 < 0.05 0.169 0.030 < 0.001
celebration & 
entertainment
-0.191 0.044 < 0.001 0.010 0.018 NS 0.145 0.031 < 0.001
personality & 
feelings
-0.078 0.045 < 0.1 0.015 0.018 NS 0.044 0.031 NS
family & 
sexuality
-0.122 0.068 < 0.1 0.043 0.027 NS -0.001 0.047 NS
society, school 
& education




0.933 0.056 < 0.001 0.350 0.022 < 0.001 0.689 0.038 < 0.001
prevalence 
binary (missing / 
not prevalent)









0.463 0.033 < 0.001 0.088 0.013 < 0.001 0.144 0.022 < 0.001
taBLe﻿4.4
Output of the three linear regression models
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fIGure﻿4.2
Analysis of variance for model 1 – number of unique types per concept
fIGure﻿4.3
Analysis of variance for model 2 – weighted average dispersion per concept
fIGure﻿4.4























































































































4.4.2 exploring the influence of the concept features 


























































































model term estimate SE p-value
intercept -0.4420 0.0360 < 0.001
dictionary
WBD 0.2120 0.0170 < 0.001
semantic field
the house 0.0130 0.0460 NS
celebration & entertainment -0.0750 0.0460 NS
personality & feelings 0.2060 0.0510 < 0.001
family & sexuality -0.0940 0.0700 NS
society, school & education -0.0730 0.0410 < 0.1
lack of salience
proportion of hapaxes 2.3460 0.3630 < 0.001
vagueness
lexical non-uniqueness 0.0220 0.0020 < 0.001
affect
proportion of non-neutral ratings 0.2070 0.0240 < 0.001
interaction terms
sem. field (the house) : proportion of hapaxes -1.2440 0.4940 < 0.05
sem. field (celebration & entertainment) : proportion of hapaxes -2.3410 0.4190 < 0.001
sem. field (personality & feelings): proportion of hapaxes -1.8670 0.4040 < 0.001
sem. field (family & sexuality) : proportion of hapaxes 1.2250 0.7220 < 0.1
sem. field (society, school & education) : proportion of hapaxes -0.6110 0.4130 NS
sem. field (the house) : lexical non-uniqueness -0.0020 0.0020 NS
sem. field (celebration & entertainment) : lexical non-uniqueness 0.0000 0.0030 NS
sem. field (personality & feelings): lexical non-uniqueness -0.0080 0.0020 < 0.001
sem. field (family & sexuality) : lexical non-uniqueness -0.0140 0.0060 < 0.05
sem. field (society, school & education) : lexical non-uniqueness -0.0060 0.0020 < 0.05 
proportion of hapaxes : lexical non-uniqueness -0.0570 0.0040 < 0.001
taBLe﻿4.5








































































































































































































































































































































































































































5. Formal variation in dialect data:



























































semantic field loanwords as % of total
religion and belief 41.2%
clothing and grooming 38.6%
the house 37.2%
law 34.3%
social and political relations 31.0%
agriculture and vegetation 30.0%
food and drink 29.3%




basic actions and technology 23.8%
time 23.2%
speech and language 22.3%
quantity 20.5%
emotions and values 19.9%




















































































5.2. lexicAl Borrowing in the 
dutch lAnguAge AreA





















































































































































































































1 ﻿ It﻿ should﻿ be﻿ noted﻿ that﻿ the﻿ semantic﻿ fields﻿ distinguished﻿ by﻿







e.g. trade, money, property, labour, 
language, communication
societal organisation
e.g. societal institutions, taxes, 
elections, police, law and crime, 
defence and war
transportation by road, by railway, by air, over water
education
e.g. people in school, the school 
building
taBLe﻿5.2




e.g. thinking, knowing, smart, dumb, 
to judge/to consider
personality




e.g. fun, laughter, anger, sadness, 
disappointment
behaviour
e.g. to behave, dominance, to  
(dis)obey, success-failure, (in)decency
taBLe﻿5.3
Subsections of the field of personality & feelings in the WLD
society, school & 
education
clothing & personal 
hygiene














































‘shoe heel’  
‘ornament’



























 ‘comical’  
‘artificial, forced’
taBLe﻿5.5
Examples of loanwords per source language and semantic field
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5.3. dAtA And methodology




















































































French 16443 (0.051) 13015 (0.059)
not French 305848 (0.949) 208353 (0.941)
Latin 4361 (0.014) 5810 (0.026)
not Latin 317930 (0.986) 215558 (0.974)
German 318 (0.001) 2317 (0.010)
not German 321973 (0.999) 219051 (0.990) 
taBLe﻿5.6
Absolute and relative number of  


































































































































Proportion of French tokens per location
fIGure﻿5.2B
Proportion of Latin tokens per location
fIGure﻿5.2c


































intercept -3.030 0.017 < 0.001
semantic field (personality & feelings) -1.187 0.028 < 0.001
semantic field (church & religion) -0.164 0.021 < 0.001
semantic field (clothing & hygiene) 0.740 0.018 < 0.001
approximate significance of smooth terms
edf p-value
s(lon, lat) : sem. field (society, school & education) 24.851 < 0.001
s(lon, lat) : sem. field (personality & feelings) 18.033 < 0.001
s(lon, lat) : sem. field (church & religion) 3.834 < 0.001
s(lon, lat) : sem. field (clothing & hygiene) 21.961 < 0.001
s(location) 329.285 < 0.001
explanatory power
null deviance explained 92%
adjusted R² 0.908
taBLe﻿5.7





























Proportion of French tokens per location 
(society, school & education)
fIGure﻿5.3c
Proportion of French tokens per location 
(church & religion)
fIGure﻿5.3B
Proportion of French tokens per location 
(personality & feelings)
fIGure﻿5.3d
Proportion of French tokens per location 
(clothing & personal hygiene)
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clothing & personal hygiene 185
eau de cologne (fr.)
eau de cologne  
‘cologne’








clothing & personal hygiene 200
suisse (fr.)
suisse  
‘suisse, type of carriage’




society, school & education 205
caban (fr.)
wijde regenmantel zonder mouwen  
‘rain coat without sleeves’




















clothing & personal hygiene 285
contrefort (fr.)
hielstuk van een schoen  
‘heel of a shoe’
clothing & personal hygiene 294
taBLe﻿5.8
Top 20 most frequent French loanwords in the dataset
92 5.﻿forMaL﻿VarIatIon﻿In﻿dIaLect﻿data




























Non-accepted French tokens per location 
(society, school & education)
fIGure﻿5.4c
Non-accepted French tokens per location 
(church & religion)
fIGure﻿5.4B
Non-accepted French tokens per location 
(personality & feelings)
fIGure﻿5.4d
Non-accepted French tokens per location 










































































































































intercept -4.864 0.035 < 0.001
semantic field (personality & feelings) -3.775 0.266 < 0.001
semantic field (church & religion) 2.239 0.037 < 0.001
semantic field (clothing & hygiene) -1.636 0.084 < 0.001
approximate significance of smooth terms
edf p-value
s(lon, lat) : sem. field (society, school & education) 72.126 < 0.001
s(lon, lat) : sem. field (personality & feelings) 15.434 < 0.001
s(lon, lat) : sem. field (church & religion) 16.170 < 0.001
s(lon, lat) : sem. field (clothing & hygiene) 16.923 < 0.1
explanatory power
null deviance explained 94.5%
adjusted R² 0.957
taBLe﻿5.9































Latin tokens per location 
(society, school & education)
fIGure﻿5.5c
Latin tokens per location 
(church & religion)
fIGure﻿5.5B
Latin tokens per location 
(personality & feelings)
fIGure﻿5.5d
Latin tokens per location 











































































1849 100 % 100 %
1879 100 % 100 %
1909 100 % 100 %
1930 99 % 99 %
1947 98 % 99 %
1960 98 % 99 %
1971 95 % 97 %
1987 85 % 89 %
1995 80 % 87 %
1999 76 % 86 %
2003 75 % 85 %
2008 73 % 82 %
2010 69 % 80 %
2011 68 % 77 %
2012 66 % 76 %
2013 67 % 78 %
taBLe﻿5.10
Percentage of (self-reported) Catholics in the provinces of North Brabant 





































intercept -6.879 0.171 < 0.001
semantic field (personality & feelings) -0.116 0.244 0.634
semantic field (church & religion) 0.714 0.184 < 0.001
semantic field (clothing & hygiene) -0.027 0.222 0.902
approximate significance of smooth terms
edf p-value
s(lon, lat) : sem. field (society, school & education) 13.905 < 0.001
s(lon, lat) : sem. field (personality & feelings) 11.580 < 0.001
s(lon, lat) : sem. field (church & religion) 14.611 < 0.001
s(lon, lat) : sem. field (clothing & hygiene) 12.496 < 0.001
s(location) 59.718 < 0.001
explanatory power
null deviance explained 89.2%
adjusted R² 0.928
taBLe﻿5.11






























German tokens per location 
(society, school & education)
fIGure﻿5.6c
German tokens per location 
(church & religion)
fIGure﻿5.6B
German tokens per location 
(personality & feelings)
fIGure﻿5.6d
German tokens per location 




































semantic field location (municipality)




proportion of German 
tokens
society, school & 
education
Amstenrade (Schinnen) 4 78 0.049
Nieuwenhagen (Landgraaf) 34 595 0.054
Mechelen (Gulpen-Wittem) 16 253 0.059
Kerkrade (Kerkrade) 56 380 0.128
Vaals (Vaals) 16 105 0.132
personality & feelings
Eys (Gulpen-Wittem) 93 827 0.101
Nieuwenhagen (Landgraaf) 71 617 0.103
Kerkrade (Kerkrade) 68 308 0.181
Vaals (Vaals) 68 244 0.218
Simpelveld (Simpelveld) 21 74 0.221
church & religion
Waubach (Landgraaf) 28 1005 0.027
Chèvremont (Kerkrade) 4 91 0.042
Bocholtz (Simpelveld) 22 384 0.054
Montzen (Montzen) 40 580 0.065
Kerkrade (Kerkrade) 31 415 0.070
taBLe﻿5.12
Locations with the highest proportion of German in three semantic fields
100 5.﻿forMaL﻿VarIatIon﻿In﻿dIaLect﻿data

























































































































































































































































































6. Botany meets lexicology:
The relationship between experiential 









































































































































































































































Geographical distribution of the common aspen (Populus tremula), a very frequent plant (Van Landuyt et al. 2006: 688). 
fIGure﻿6.2



















































from﻿the﻿Atlas van de flora van Vlaanderen en het Brussels 
fIGure﻿6.3
Hour and kilometer squares in the northern part of Belgium (Van Landuyt et al. 2006: 34)
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b.﻿ the﻿ absolute﻿ number﻿ of﻿ hour﻿ squares﻿ in﻿
which﻿ the﻿ plant﻿ was﻿ encountered﻿ through-
out﻿ the﻿ northern﻿ part﻿ of﻿ Belgium﻿ between﻿
1939﻿and﻿1971﻿(‘global﻿absolute﻿frequency﻿hour﻿
squares﻿1939-1971’)
c.﻿ the﻿ absolute﻿ number﻿ of﻿ hour﻿ squares﻿ in﻿
which﻿the﻿plant﻿was﻿encountered﻿throughout﻿
the﻿ northern﻿ part﻿ of﻿ Belgium﻿ between﻿ 1972﻿


















































which﻿ the﻿ plant﻿ was﻿ encountered﻿ through-











































































the﻿ large-scale﻿questionnaires﻿ and﻿ to﻿plants﻿ that﻿ occur﻿


























Dunes region 84 1887




Loamy region 132 5738
Campine region 118 692



























































Dialect boundaries as represented by the WBD (white), WLD (light grey) and WVD (dark grey)  
and ecological regions in the northern part of Belgium
fIGure﻿6.6




























































Type-token ratio for increasing numbers of tokens
fIGure﻿6.7B









































































































206 41 0.199 0.199 23.90 2031 409 507
taBLe﻿6.2



































6.4.1 The relationship between plant frequency and 
lexical diversity
Correlating plant frequency and lexical diversity









unique﻿ types’,﻿ ‘type-token﻿ ratio’﻿ and﻿ ‘internal﻿uniform-
ity’).﻿We﻿also﻿calculate﻿ the﻿correlation﻿coefficient﻿using﻿
Spearman’s﻿rank﻿correlation﻿tests.﻿This﻿coefficient﻿ranges﻿
number of unique types
type-token ratio  
(TTR)
internal uniformity








global absolute  
























Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and corresponding p-value for the relationship between measures  
of plant frequency and measures of lexical diversity per plant
correlation coefficient and 
p-value for Spearman’s rank 
correlation

















Correlation between four measures of plant frequency and TTR per 
plant for concepts with TTR smaller than 1 (N = 441)
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6.4.2 The relationship between the local and global fre-













globally and locally 
frequent plant






























































model 1  
nr. of unique types
model 2  
TTR
model 3  
internal uniformity
random effects
std. dev std. dev std. dev
plant intercept 6.240 intercept 0.210 intercept 0.133
ecological 
region
intercept 6.131 intercept 0.204 intercept 0.188
residual 8.593 0.201 0.250
fixed effects
estimate SE p-value estimate SE p-value estimate SE p-value
intercept (glob. 
freq.)
11.004 2.875 < 0.01 0.434 0.093 < 0.01 0.4701 0.0842 < 0.01
locally 
infrequent
-1.549 2.158 NS 0.111 0.058 <0.1 0.1183 0.0564 < 0.05
globally 
infrequent
-7.035 1.808 < 0.001 0.243 0.054 < 0.001 0.1617 0.0443 < 0.001
model diagnostics
marginal R² 0.068 0.087 0.043
conditional R² 0.542 0.707 0.481
taBLe﻿6.5
Output for the random and fixed effects for mixed-effects linear regression models with as response variables the number of unique types per plant 
(model 1), TTR per plant (model 2) and internal uniformity per plant (model 3) in function of plant frequency category (reference level: globally 
frequent plants). Marginal R² shows the proportion of variance explained by the fixed effects alone. Conditional R² depicts the proportion of variance 




























great mullein  
(Verbascum Thapsus),  
Loamy region
26




bitter dock  
(Rumex obtusifolius),  
Polder region
38
lexeme1,2 occur once 
lexeme3 occurs 3 times 
lexeme4 occurs 4 times 
lexeme5 occurs 10 times 
lexeme6 occurs 19 times
6 0.158 0.338
3
black locust  
(Robinia pseudoacacia), 
Sandy and sand-loamy 
region
26
lexeme1,2,3 occur once 






52 lexeme1 occurs 52 times 1 0.019 1
taBLe﻿6.6









broadleaf plantain  
(Plantago major)
Sandy and sand-loamy 218 39 0.179 0.079
lesser burdock  
(Arctium minus)
Sandy and sand-loamy 420 61 0.145 0.100
blackberry bush  
(Rubus fruticosus)
Sandy and sand-loamy 500 52 0.104 0.106
English plantain 
 (Plantago lanceolate)
Sandy and sand-loamy 141 28 0.199 0.111
lesser burdock  
(Arctium minus)
Polder 226 39 0.173 0.112
taBLe﻿6.7





but﻿ an﻿ ecological﻿ region﻿may﻿ include﻿ different﻿ dialect﻿
regions.﻿In﻿6.5.2,﻿the﻿direct﻿interlinking﻿of﻿the﻿three﻿dialect﻿
dictionaries﻿is﻿discussed.















lexical item N lexical item N lexical item N
kleef 2 plakkerbollen 2 plakbollen 4
klitkruid 2 plakkersbezetjes 2 plakdistel 4
wier 2 plakkerstruik 2 plakkers-, plakkertjeskruid 4
bommetjes 2 plakmadammetje 2 plakmadammetjes 4
bot 2 plakt-de-baard 2 distel 6
distelknoop 2 reit 2 klit 6
distelstekker 2 smijtdodde 2 distels 6
distelvinken 2 smijters 2 plakker 6
doppers 2 speenkruid 2 klis(se)bol 8
dotsjes 2 stekelharen 2 soldate-, soldatenknop(je) 8
everzwijnkruid 2 stekeltjes 2 klis(se)kruid 10
haakbloemen 2 stekers, stekertjes 2 stekkers, stekkertjes 12
klauwkruid 2 stekker 2 plakkruid 14
kleeftebollen 2 stekkertjeskruid 2 plakkers, plakkertjes 14
klissenstok 2 sterkerbol 2 kleefte 20
klister 2 toorvel 2 klissen 26
knopkruid 2 weerhaakjes 2 soldate(n)knoppen 28
mottebollen 2 zoete distel 2 kleef-, klevekruid 34
mouwenkruipers 2 grote klis 4 klis 116
pieker 2 kleefbollen 4
piekertjes 2 klissebollen 4
taBLe﻿6.8

































Geographical distribution of lexemes with N ≥ 15 for the lesser burdock in the Sandy and sand-loamy region
fIGure﻿6.9

















































lexical item N lexical item N lexical item N
bree 2 varkensblad 2 zwijnegras 2
zwijnsoren 2 varkensblaren 2 grote weegbree 4
boterblad 2 varkensgras 2 kattestaart 4
breedblad 2 weegiebladen 2 weeg-, wege(s)bladen, -blaren 4
breedbladige weegbree 2 weegweeblad 2 wegaard(s)blad 4
breedbladweegbree 2 weewaarsblad 2 wegbree 6
dokke 2 weeweeblad 2 weewaarsbladen 8
dokkeblaren 2 weeweegbree 2 honde-, hondsrib 10
grote smart 2 wegaardsblaren 2 brede weegbree 14
honderibben, hondsribberen 2 wemel 2 rib 18
keunoren 2 weversbloemen 2 wever(s)bladeren, -blaren 26
papbladen 2 wilgebladen 2 weversblad 30
platen 2 zevenblaren 2 weeg-, wegebree 36
taBLe﻿6.9



















































































































































































































































2.﻿ to﻿ elaborate﻿ on﻿ the﻿ results﻿ obtained﻿ in﻿ the﻿ pilot﻿
studies﻿and﻿distinguish﻿additional﻿concept﻿features﻿
that﻿can﻿ influence﻿ the﻿amount﻿of﻿ lexical﻿diversity﻿
a﻿concept﻿shows
3.﻿ to﻿ show﻿ how,﻿ by﻿ combining﻿ different﻿methods,﻿ a﻿












7.1. summAry oF the cAse studies
In﻿this﻿dissertation,﻿four﻿case﻿studies﻿were﻿presented﻿that﻿

















































































































































7.3 contriButions to the BroAder Aims And 


















































chapter 3  
(case study 1)
chapter 4  
(case study 2)
chapter 5  
(case study 3)
chapter 6  
(case study 4)
dialect areas WBD & WLD WBD & WLD WBD & WLD
WBD, WLD & WVD 
(northern part of 
Belgium)
semantic fields
6 semantic fields 
that are universal, 
society-related or 
locally bound
6 semantic fields 
that are universal, 
society-related or 
locally bound
4 semantic fields, 3 
of which are society-
related and 1 of which 
is universal
1 semantic field of 
natural referents
operationalization of lexical 
diversity
number of unique 
types, geographical 
fragmentation




formal aspects of 
lexical diversity
number of unique 
types, TTR, internal 
uniformity
taBLe﻿7.1











However,﻿ some﻿open questions﻿ follow﻿ from﻿ our﻿











































On﻿ the﻿other﻿hand,﻿ the﻿methods﻿used﻿ throughout﻿
this﻿dissertation﻿are﻿also﻿diverse﻿as﻿they﻿take﻿into﻿account﻿























































































































stratified﻿ varieties.﻿This﻿ question﻿ is﻿ an﻿ important﻿ one,﻿
because﻿describing﻿the﻿“variation﻿of﻿meaning”﻿(Geeraerts,﻿































































“Nog verder reikt trouwens de betekenis van de dialectolo-
gie. Zij is wel bij uitstek geschikt gebleken om een aantal 
vragen van algemeen taalkundige aard, zoal niet tot een 
oplossing te brengen, dan toch van een geheel nieuwe zijde 
te belichten” (Weijnen 1975c [1958]: 2).
“The importance of dialectology reaches even further. It 
has been shown to be pre-eminently suitable to shed new 
light on questions in general linguistics, or even provide 
them with a solution.”
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the body & body parts bones, upperpart of the back, bristly hair, index finger
the senses to spy on someone, to hear, to smell, flavour, (to be) numb
the organs to breathe, blood, intestines, genitalia, nerve 
the house
subsection examples
in general country house, to move
parts of the building lightning rod, tile, landing, door handle, key
rooms inside the house corridor, restroom, attic room
the kitchen furnace, pantry, knife to cut bread with, skimmer
the bathroom plug (of a bathtub)
furniture blanket, mattress, sideboard, baby chair 
upholstery net curtain, rug, stair rod
kitchenware preserving jar, Cologne pot, jug
service, cutlery, glassware milk jug, to set the table, glass bell, basket
upkeep, dishes and laundry to tidy up, to do the dishes, mangle, shoe brush, to sweep
other activities inside the house to embroider, to take a nap, to stew
electricity fuse
lighting sconce, chandelier, hanging lamp, to put the light on
heating wood chip, soot, to fume, chimney
to make fire tinderbox, firestone, sulphur
plants in house and garden chrysanthemum, fuchsia, petunia, pear tree
garden lawn, fencing, terrace










name day, Shrove Tuesday, to visit a new mother and her baby, New Year, money to go 
to the fair, to look for Easter eggs, tree used for topping-out ceremony
sports and games cheater, to play shuffleboard, to play marbles, cycle race
the arts marble statue, trumpet, theatre
personality & feelings
subsection examples
intellectual capacity and memory thinking, knowing, smart, dumb, to judge/to consider
personality (un)reliable, (in)sincere, diligent-lazy, brave-frightened
feelings fun, laughter, anger, sadness, disappointment
behaviour to behave, dominance, to (dis)obey, success-failure, (in)decency
family & sexuality
subsection examples
human life in general young woman, to give birth, death
descent, family and kinship descent, family, kinship
birth and baptism child to be baptized, godfather, godchild
dating, engagement, marriage girlfriend, to match, bride, to live together without being married
sexual life bastard child, mistress, prostitute, sexual intercourse
death and burial coffin, funeral, widow’s veil, guardian
society, school & education
subsection examples
man and society
labour, money, gift, to love, to like someone, cordial, to complain, to lie, news, 
postman
societal organization marketplace, governor, police, perjury, war, border
school and education boarding school, teacher, ruler, principle






French tokens per location 
(society, school & education)
fIGure﻿a5.1.1c
French tokens per location 
(church & religion)
fIGure﻿a5.1.1B
French tokens per location 
(personality & feelings)
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French tokens per location 




Latin tokens per location 
(society, school & education)
fIGure﻿a5.1.2c
Latin tokens per location 
(church & religion)
fIGure﻿a5.1.2B
Latin tokens per location 
(personality & feelings)
fIGure﻿a5.1.2d
Latin tokens per location 
(clothing & personal hygiene)
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German tokens per location 
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(church & religion)
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Distribution of “German” concepts that occur in at least two locations in the Ripuarian dialect area in the semantic field of personality and feelings
concept translation nr. of types
nr. of 
observations
nr. of German 
types








nitwit 9 10 1 1 0.111 0.100
snotneus brat 5 10 1 1 0.200 0.100
prutsen to mess about 6 6 1 1 0.167 0.167
begrip, besef understanding 3 5 1 1 0.333 0.200
mokken to sulk 5 5 1 1 0.200 0.200




4 4 1 1 0.250 0.250
mopperen to grumble 4 4 1 1 0.250 0.250
potsachtig comical 4 4 1 1 0.250 0.250














savage (person) 3 3 1 1 0.333 0.333









2 3 1 1 0.500 0.333
gluiperd shifty character 3 3 1 1 0.333 0.333
lasteren to insult 3 3 1 1 0.333 0.333
onwennig 
(voelen)
(to feel) ill at 
ease
3 3 1 1 0.333 0.333
treuren to be sorrowful 3 3 1 1 0.333 0.333
van katoen 
geven
to give it all one 
has got
3 3 1 1 0.333 0.333
zich vergissen to be mistaken 3 3 1 1 0.333 0.333
zich zeer slecht 
gedragen
to behave very 
badly
2 3 1 1 0.500 0.333
bangerik coward 5 9 1 4 0.200 0.444
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concept translation nr. of types
nr. of 
observations
nr. of German 
types






aandringen to insist 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
aanstoot geven to give offence 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
aarzelen to hesitate 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
angst fear 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
baldadig 
(persoon)
rowdy (person) 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
bedrieger fraud 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
bestemmen to reserve 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
bezadigd steady 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
boertig coarse 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
geheimzinnig mysterious 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
gemakkelijk easy 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
grapjas joker 4 4 2 2 0.500 0.500
gril whim 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
hansworst buffoon 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
hopen to hope 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500





2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
ingetogen modest 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
jaloers jealous 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
kalm, bedaard calm 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
keus choice 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
kiezen to choose 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
kniezen to mope 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
knoeier sloppy person 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
konkelen to scheme 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
lichtgeraakt, 
kregel
touchy 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500






2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
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concept translation nr. of types
nr. of 
observations
nr. of German 
types






niet helder van 
geest
not lucid 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
schuchter shy 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
slecht mens, 
slechte kerel
bad person, bad 
fellow
2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
slordig sloppy 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
troosten, troost (to) comfort 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
verstandig sensible 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
verzuimen to neglect 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
zich gedragen to behave 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
zich kwaad 
maken
to get angry 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
zonder opzet unintentionally 2 2 1 1 0.500 0.500
zwoegen to labour 4 4 2 2 0.500 0.500
slim smart 4 7 1 4 0.250 0.571
treiteren to torment 3 5 1 3 0.333 0.600
geestig witty 3 3 2 2 0.667 0.667




3 3 2 2 0.667 0.667
informeren 
(onoverg.)
to inform 2 3 1 2 0.500 0.667
leep, doortrapt cunning 3 3 2 2 0.667 0.667
prettig pleasant 3 3 2 2 0.667 0.667
schelm crook 3 3 2 2 0.667 0.667
uitbrander dressing-down 2 3 1 2 0.500 0.667
vanzelf-
sprekend
obvious 2 3 1 2 0.500 0.667
vermaak entertainment 3 3 2 2 0.667 0.667
wijs wise 2 3 1 2 0.500 0.667
zich bedenken
to change one’s 
mind
3 3 2 2 0.667 0.667
begrijpen to understand 2 4 1 3 0.500 0.750
ellende (lijden) misery 3 4 2 3 0.667 0.750
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concept translation nr. of types
nr. of 
observations
nr. of German 
types






plezier maken to have fun 2 4 1 3 0.500 0.750
pret, schik fun 3 4 2 3 0.667 0.750
pretmaker merrymaker 3 4 2 3 0.667 0.750
vrolijk cheerful 4 6 3 5 0.750 0.833
degelijk decent 1 2 1 2 1.000 1.000
dwingen to force 1 2 1 2 1.000 1.000
eenvoudig simple 1 2 1 2 1.000 1.000
gunst favor 2 2 2 2 1.000 1.000
ophouden met 
het werk
to end the 
working day
2 3 2 3 1.000 1.000
schipperen to compromise 2 2 2 2 1.000 1.000
slimmerik smart number 3 4 3 4 1.000 1.000
sober sober 1 2 1 2 1.000 1.000
vreugde joy 2 2 2 2 1.000 1.000










lexical item N lexical item N lexical item N
gele kaars 1 toorts 1 zoklappen 1
gele thee 1 toppen 1 kalverwortel 1
kattenkop 1 wilde zokken 1 kaars 2
koningskaars 1 wolplant 1 paaskaars 2
lammetjesblaren 1 wolvenstaart 1 wilde tabak 2
lammetjesoren 1 zokjes 1 wolharen 2
maagdenkaars 1 zokken 1
stalkaars 1 zokkenblaren 1
6.1.1﻿
Distribution of lexemes for the great mullein (Verbascum Thapsus) in the Loamy region





dokke 1 wilde zurkel 10
paardezurkel 3 zurkel 19
6.1.2﻿








Distribution of lexemes for the black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia) in 




Distribution of lexemes for the forget-me-not (Myosotis arvensis) in the 
Dunes region
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lexical item N lexical item N lexical item N
braambeien 1 hut bramen 1 braambeierstruik 3
braamberen 1 karrebezen 1 braambes(se)struik 4




bramel 1 kattebeierboom 1 braambeier 5




barstebeier 1 mondebeiers 1 bramers 6
bezenstruik 1 paters 1 braambees 7
braambeeshut 1 stekelbraam 1 braambeziestruik 12
braambeinen 1 struik braambezen 1 braambezelaar 16
braambessentronk 1 wilde frambozen 1 braamhut 20








braambezietronk 1 braambessen 2 braam 58








bramels 1 bramelhut 2 bramen 94
doorntakken 1 bramerstruik 2
hul bramen 1 braambes 3
6.2.1﻿
Distribution of lexemes for the blackberry bush (Rubus fruticosus) in the Sandy and sand-loamy region
6.2﻿Frequency﻿of﻿lexemes﻿for﻿five﻿plants﻿with﻿lowest﻿value﻿for﻿internal﻿uniformity﻿and﻿TTR﻿<﻿.2
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lexical item N lexical item N lexical item N
bagweeblad 1 wever(s)kruid 1 honde-, hondstong 4




kattestaart 1 konijneneten 2 wegbree 5




2 smalle weegbree 14
papbladen 1 wegaard(s)blad 2 weeg-, wegebree 18
ribbeplaten 1 keunoren 3 honde-, hondsrib 27






weeweeblad 1 weversblad 3
6.2.2﻿
Distribution of lexemes for the English plantain (Plantago lanceolate) in the Sandy and sand-loamy region
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lexical item N lexical item N lexical item N
distel 2 plakdistel 2 klevers 4
kleef 2 plakker 2 klis(se)bol 4
klitkruid 2 plakpotten 2 klis(se)kruid 4
wier 2 reit 2 klissebollen 4
bommetjes 2 smijtbollen 2 plakbollen 4








dotsjes 2 stekers, stekertjes 2 kleef-, klevekruid 10




klissebloem 2 sterkerbol 2 soldate(n)knoppen 10
klister 2 zoete distel 2 klissen 22
pieker 2 grote klis 4 kleefte 24
piekertjes 2 kleefbollen 4 klis 64
6.2.3﻿




































































































streeks﻿ onderzocht﻿wat﻿ het﻿ effect﻿ is﻿ van﻿ de﻿ dagelijkse﻿
omgeving﻿van﻿een﻿taalgebruiker﻿op﻿lexicale﻿diversiteit.﻿De﻿
casestudie﻿zoomt﻿in﻿meer﻿detail﻿in﻿op﻿het﻿semantische﻿veld﻿
van﻿planten﻿in﻿de﻿Brabantse,﻿Limburgse﻿en﻿Vlaamse﻿dia-
lecten﻿in﻿België.﻿Het﻿presenteert﻿een﻿analyse﻿van﻿de﻿relatie﻿
tussen﻿lexicale﻿diversiteit﻿in﻿een﻿bepaalde﻿regio﻿per﻿plant﻿en﻿
de﻿frequentie﻿waarmee﻿die﻿plant﻿voorkomt﻿in﻿de﻿omgeving﻿
van﻿de﻿dialectsprekers﻿uit﻿die﻿regio.﻿Cruciaal﻿daarbij﻿is﻿dat﻿
plantfrequentie﻿afhankelijk﻿is﻿van﻿de﻿locatie﻿van﻿de﻿spreker:﻿
in﻿de﻿kempen﻿komen,﻿bijvoorbeeld,﻿meer﻿heidevelden﻿voor﻿
dan﻿in﻿andere﻿gebieden﻿in﻿België.﻿De﻿analyse﻿toont﻿aan﻿dat﻿
zulke﻿extra-linguïstische﻿factoren﻿correleren﻿met﻿lexicale﻿
diversiteit:﻿hoe﻿frequenter﻿de﻿plant,﻿hoe﻿minder﻿lexicale﻿
diversiteit﻿er﻿gevonden﻿wordt.﻿Andere﻿factoren,﻿zoals﻿de﻿
frequentie﻿waarmee﻿een﻿plant﻿cultureel﻿relevant﻿is,﻿bijvoor-
beeld﻿omdat﻿hij﻿voorkomt﻿in﻿volksgeloof,﻿moeten﻿echter﻿ook﻿
een﻿rol﻿spelen.

